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BENEFITS

Know Your 
Specific Risk 
Prioritization

Achieve 
Compliance 
& Regulatory 
Assurance 
With Optimized 
Resources

Threat & Vulnerability 
Management Assessment
Expert evaluation that leads to the next, right steps.

Ensure a Risk-Centric, Responsive Environment

Adopting an increasing array of technologies to manage shifting cyber risk and mounting 
regulations can cause even the most vigilant of teams to lose sight of assets or to fall 
behind in remediation efforts unknowingly.

Our Threat & Vulnerability Management Assessment helps you advance a risk-centric, 
responsive environment through an intensive evaluation of your current threat and 
vulnerability efforts. Our team of experts uses this information to recommend and prioritize 
steps for improvement to your threat and vulnerability management (TVM) program. 
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PROCESS

Full Program Review & Report

Review threat and vulnerability tool 
stack and interview internal SMEs.

Includes:
• Vulnerability
• Patching
• Risk Management
• Asset Management
• Endpoint Protection
• Ticketing
• Metric Solutions
• Other Current Tools for 

TVM Processes

1  TOOLS

Make 
Informed, 
Strategic 
Decisions for 
Proactive Security

Investigate vulnerabilities to the 
patching lifecycle. 

Includes:
• Identification | Vulnerability 

Management Tool 
Processes & Procedures

• Notification | Vulnerability to 
Patching Tool or Tickets

• Remediation | Patching Tool / 
Configuration Management

• Confirmation | Reporting 
Vulnerabilities Closed

4  PATCHING

DELIVERABLES

Assess the IT and security policies 
governing vulnerability management.

3  POLICIES
Evaluate current vulnerability risk 
prioritization methods. 

2  METHODOLOGY

• Actionable, Strategic & Tactical 
Findings With Recommendations

• Program Inefficiencies & Risk
• Prioritized Risk Procedure Recommendations

• Recommendations for Vulnerability Lifecycle 
Policies, Processes & Procedures

• Technology Evaluation & Recommendations

http://convergetp.com
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Technology Industry Leader

Converge Technology Solutions Corp. is a services-led, 
software-enabled, IT & Cloud Solutions provider focused 
on delivering industry-leading solutions. Converge’s 
global approach delivers advanced analytics, application 
modernization, cloud platforms, cybersecurity, digital 
infrastructure, and digital workplace offerings to clients 
across various industries. The Company supports 
these solutions with advisory, implementation, and 
managed services expertise across all major IT vendors 
in the marketplace. This multi-faceted approach enables 
Converge to address the unique business and technology 
requirements for all clients in the public and private sectors.

For more information, visit convergetp.com.
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ADVISE IMPLEMENT MANAGE

When you partner with Converge Cybersecurity, you can expect your priorities to be ours. Our team of strategists, 
former CISOs, and security experts provide unbiased expertise to help you build, manage, and optimize cybersecurity 
across your enterprise.

From technology solutions to advisory services, we bring our decades on the front lines of cybersecurity to help you 
safeguard your organization in a shifting landscape of risks, vulnerabilities, and regulations. We listen first, apply our 
expertise to address your challenges, and ensure that the technologies we deliver meet your current and future needs.

Relentlessly Focused on Cybersecurity

http://convergetp.com

